
                         
 

 
Sensus OMNI Commercial Meters Help Utilities Reduce Costs and Save Water 

Zero-lead meters are durable and accurate 

 

RALEIGH, N.C. (Dec. 16, 2013) …Sensus, a leading provider of clean technology solutions, is 

helping water utilities conserve water and protect revenue with its OMNI™ collection of zero-

lead commercial water meters. Water utilities lose revenue each year due to undetected low 

water flow. As part of a smart water network, OMNI meters prevent water and utility revenue 

from circling the drain.  

 

The OMNI collection is the first commercial metering line to offer patented Floating Ball 

Technology (FBT) and an all-electronic register. These industry-leading technologies ensure 

water utilities are able to detect leaks, save money and minimize time spent on meter repairs.  

 

“OMNI meters have the precision to capture low flow water usage and the durability to measure 

high flows with an unprecedented accuracy range,” said Doug McCall, director of marketing for 

Sensus. “And the popular OMNI meter is truly lead-free which helps utilities comply with lead 

regulations today and into the future.”  

 

To learn more about saving money and water, download the latest Sensus white paper 

“Increase Revenue with New Commercial Metering Technology” or visit the resources section of 

the Sensus website.  

 
About Sensus 
Sensus is a leading clean technology solutions company offering smart meters, communication 
systems, software and services for the electric, gas and water industries. Sensus technology 
helps utilities drive operational efficiency and customer engagement with applications that 
include advanced meter reading, data acquisition, demand response, distribution automation, 
home area networking and outdoor lighting control. Customers worldwide trust the innovation, 
quality and reliability of Sensus solutions for the intelligent use and conservation of energy and 
water. Learn more at www.sensus.com. To follow Twitter updates from Sensus, visit 
http://twitter.com/sensussmartgrid. 
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